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At a glance…

 Nightingale Hammerson is a leading specialist in residential care that has  
been serving the Jewish community for over 175 years. 

 Our world-class, individually tailored service offers a ‘home for life’ – with kind, 
compassionate residential, nursing, dementia, respite and end-of-life care.

 Our service is offered at two locations: Nightingale House in Clapham and 
Hammerson House in Hampstead Garden Suburb (currently closed for a major 
redevelopment – see page 15).

 When the new Hammerson House service opens in 2020 we will be able to  
provide life-enhancing care to more than 300 residents. 

 One in ten of our residents is aged 100 or over.

 We have one of the largest in-house therapy teams of any care home in the UK.

 Just over half of our residents are self-funding. For the remainder, each week 
we need to raise around £600 per resident to cover the full costs of their care,  
over and above the fees we receive from local authorities and families.

Nightingale Hammerson – A Home for Life

“Volunteering here is not only great 
fun, it’s my way of giving something  
back to my community.” 
Vicki Cohen, who has been volunteering  
at Nightingale Hammerson for 17 Years

To support our work please visit www.nightingalehammerson.org

Thank you.
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Annual Review 2017

Welcome to our  
annual review

Helen Simmons 
Chief Executive

Melvin Lawson
Chairman

Providing the highest quality of individual ‘person-centred’ care to 
each resident is what Nightingale Hammerson is all about. In this 
annual review we celebrate the networks, partnerships and connections 
that make that daily care possible – whether with residents, staff, 
families, volunteers or the huge range of other organisations with  
which we work.

It’s these connections – professional, personal, kind, compassionate – that enable 
us to carry on improving our service and reach more people.

As we look to the future, we want to make innovation one of the hallmarks of 
Nightingale Hammerson. We’re proud to be the UK’s leading care home for 
intergenerational work, for example, enabling connections between old and  
young that enrich the lives of everyone (see page 10). 

None of this innovative work would be possible without our committed team of 
staff, relatives, volunteers, donors and supporters and we would like to thank you 
personally for your dedication during this year, and the year ahead.

“Volunteering here is not only great 
fun, it’s my way of giving something  
back to my community.” 
Vicki Cohen, who has been volunteering  
at Nightingale Hammerson for 17 Years

3
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4 Nightingale Hammerson – A Home for Life

By providing residential, nursing, respite, 
dementia and end-of-life care under one 
roof, we offer a home for life.
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A warm connection  
at the heart of care

5Annual Review 2017

At the heart of our approach to care is  
the warm, compassionate connection 
between our staff and every single resident. 
It’s what we mean by ‘person-centred care’  
– taking into account the individual wishes, 
characters and histories of everyone we 
look after.

To deliver world-class care like this we need 
to recruit the very best dedicated, well-trained 
nursing and care teams. We are therefore pleased 
that our successful bimonthly recruitment fairs 
have helped us keep a full complement of skilled 
nursing staff despite a national shortage of nurses 
affecting all health and social care providers. 

As our residents become older and more frail  
our service must evolve too. This year, for example, 
we have converted Wohl, our purpose-built unit  
for people living with dementia, to offer full 
nursing care. It means we can care for a further 
40 residents with complex dementia to the end of 
their lives, enabling them to live with dignity in a 
‘home from home’. 

We want every resident to be able to end their  
life in their own home, if it’s possible. In 2017, of  
the 47 of our residents who died, 41 passed away 
with us, rather than in hospital.

We have one of 
the largest teams 
of in-house physio 
and occupational 

therapists of any care 
home in the UK.

Over 

200
volunteers supported 

our work this year

As a Teaching and Learning Care Home, 
we provide staff with training and career  
development to help create a strong, 
stable workforce.
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“A privilege to know you”

Meet some of our ‘hidden’ staff who work behind the scenes,  
24 hours a day, 365 days per year, to make sure our residents  
have a safe, comfortable home where they can live with dignity. 
The connections between our staff and residents play a huge  
part in making residents feel their home is truly ‘theirs’.

Cyril Cash, who sadly died in April 2017, was great friends with Ingrid 
Bailey, laundry assistant (pictured right). “Cyril used to come and see me 
in the laundry,” says Ingrid. “He had his favourite cotton sheet and was very 
particular about his socks going into a mesh bag. He used to tell me about  
his career in the army and then his life as a tailor. I miss him coming down  
to see me.” 

Sidney Nathan, 97, pictured below with Mark Fenech, Building  
Supervisor, fixing Sidney’s drawer. “You could say Sidney and I are  
like old friends,” says Mark, who has been our maintenance handyman  
for over 30 years. “Sidney tells me about his younger days, family  
life and especially stories about when he was a soldier during the  
war. I think residents feel they can confide in me because they  
know me so well. It’s a privilege to have got to know so  
many.” Sidney moved to Nightingale House  
in June 2013, where he lives with his  
wife, Renee. 

Maria Abreu, receptionist (left), works at  
Nightingale House 5-8pm three days a week  
and all day at weekends. When it’s quiet Maria 
strikes up conversations with residents who come  
up to the desk to see what’s happening and chat 
about their days. She loves crocheting and is always 
happy to discuss her passion, and show residents 
what she’s making next.

6 Nightingale Hammerson – A Home for Life

Our dedicated 
maintenance team 
redecorate around 

40 rooms and 
change over 800 
lightbulbs a year
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7Annual Review 2017

Helen Newman, 79, pictured above right with 
Carla Reid, housekeeper. “I want to make the 
residents feel happy,” says Carla, who’s worked 
with us for 20 years. “I want to make sure the room 
is clean and homely, no matter how sick or frail the 
resident. I will always have a chat even if residents 
are feeling a bit low. Sometimes we sing together.”

Les Hackett, night security guard (right),  
looks after the safety and security of the building 
from 7.30pm to 7.30am four days a week. As he 
walks around, Les is always vigilant and looking  
out for residents, reporting his concerns to the 
night manager.

Each year  
our laundry staff 
put on around 
8,750 machine 

washes
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Baking, pottery, textiles, talks, 
shopping trips, drama therapy, 
bridge, concerts, poetry, 
outings, word games, birthday 
parties. Our talented in-house 
Activities Team make it easy 
for people to remain engaged 
with the things they enjoy.

8 Nightingale Hammerson – A Home for Life
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Sharing special moments, 
every day
Helping people remain engaged with 
life is an essential part of care. Our daily 
programme of activities helps people keep 
up old hobbies, stimulates new interests or 
simply enables people to share enjoyable 
times together. 

Our diverse activities programme is made possible 
by our Activity Team’s ability to make connections 
with a wide range of organisations including:

• Lost Chord, whose performers held 30 
interactive music sessions with our residents 
last year. We also trained the charity’s musicians 
to work with people living with dementia

• Landscaping company Scotscape, who funded 
a number of visits to gardens including Wisley, 
Kew, Cliveden, Nymans and Sunbury, led by our 
horticultural expert, Phil White

• Dulwich Picture Gallery, who offer free tickets 
to residents and also run art workshops

• The Playlist Project which uses technology 
to capture residents’ life history through 
music they have loved. Sharing music helps 
communication between residents, their 
families and carers.

We also work with schools including nearby Oak 
Lodge School for students with hearing, speech 
and communication needs. Children are working 
with our residents to plan a ceramic mural for the 
school’s reception and also teach our residents 
British Sign Language.

Of course not all activities are planned. 
Spontaneous moments can make someone’s day 
too. That’s why you’ll often see our staff taking 
a few minutes simply to chat to residents, read a 
paper together or share family news – every day. 

“Often my mother has 
surprised herself  
by the enjoyment she has 
gained from activities  
you have arranged.”  
 
Stephen, son of resident Joyce Grainger

9Annual Review 2017

Aptly named colleagues Comfort, 
Peace and Efficiency are just three of 
our team providing residents with the 
support they need. With these names, 
it is as if they were destined to work 
for Nightingale Hammerson!
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Reunited after 30 years

Former teacher and Nightingale resident Walter Goldstein was  
this year reunited with someone whose life he transformed over  
30 years ago.

Paul, then aged 11, started seeing Walter after his mother had walked out and 
his father had been falsely accused of murder. “I was a very troubled young 
man,” says Paul. “I was going off the rails but I could talk to Mr Goldstein 
without being judged. His calming nature really resounded with me. He made 
me understand the consequences if I continued on this road.”

When Paul had sons of his own he told them about “this special man called 
Walter” but Paul had given up hope of ever finding him again. Then he 
heard Walter on radio coverage about our new nursery (see opposite) and 
contacted us to ask if he could meet him. 

“The day I got there I walked in and the next thing I heard was that lovely 
caring soothing voice say “There’s my Paulie”.” Since then the two have 
remained in touch and Paul has even brought in his boys to see Walter. 
“They gave him cuddles and a big kiss to say thank you for  
what he did for their Dad.”

10 Nightingale Hammerson – A Home for Life

Apples & Honey Nightingale 
Nursery launched on a lovely 

Sunday in June 2017 with 
almost 400 people enjoying 

a Family Fun Day, half of 
whom were from the local 

neighbourhood.
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Bringing generations together

In September 2017 the UK’s first nursery to be based at a care home opened in a converted 
building in the grounds of Nightingale House. 

11Annual Review 2017

Children from the Apples and Honey Nightingale 
Nursery can often be seen at Nightingale House 
taking part in activities with older people such as 
baking and singing. “We watch the children sing and 
dance and play games, it’s fabulous,” said resident 
Fay Garcia. “And for the residents who take part they 
have a great time. They come alive.”

The nursery, which is based on a Jewish ethos and 
has an ‘intergenerational curriculum’, is open to all 
members of the community with places available  
 

for the children of our staff too. Similar schemes are 
already happening in the US, Canada and Japan 
but this is the first initiative of its kind in the UK.

When generations come together everyone 
benefits. It combats loneliness of older people 
and gives children pleasure too. That’s why 
intergenerational projects will remain at the heart 
of our work. We also hold weekly baby and toddler 
sessions in our lounge, for example, to which all 
residents are welcome to come along.
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12 Nightingale Hammerson – A Home for Life

Right: Gerald’s whole family including 
wife Wendy, children and grandchildren 

with Ruby Fernandes, former Head of 
Fundraising, planting a tree in the gardens 

of Nightingale House in his memory.

Above: Lord Sacks (left), Tim Yeo former MP and Gerald affixing  

a Mezuzah.

Above: The Gerald Lipton Centre at Nightingale House 
is officially opened by The Duke of Edinburgh and 
Rosalind Preston OBE in May 2001.

Above: Maurice Lawson (left), father of our current chairman 

Melvin, pictured with Rosalind Preston OBE and Leon Smith,  

then chief executive of Nightingale Hammerson.
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Our tribute to  
Gerald Lipton MBE
Gerald Lipton MBE, our Life President, passed away in April 
2017. Gerald embodied Nightingale House and its values and 
was widely loved and respected in the community. 

Gerald’s care and focus was on all aspects of the Home but at the heart  
of it was always the residents, making sure they lived a full life with dignity 
and joy. This encapsulated the man he was and is reflected in Nightingale 
Hammerson today.
 
These pictures are a small tribute to thank Gerald for the transformational  
work he did for us as Life President (2015-2017), President (2001-2014), 
Chairman (1985-2001) and a prolific fundraiser over 36 years. Without his 
immense contribution we would not be the thriving organisation we are today. 

Thank you so much, Gerald.

13Annual Review 2017

Right: Gerald was awarded 
an MBE in 1991 for services to 
Nightingale House and to the 
Jewish community in London.

Left: Gerald with lawyer and academic Anthony Julius  
at the legacy campaign meeting in February 1997.

Above: Speaking at a dinner held in his honour in 2001 at 
Guildhall in London after he retired as our Chairman.
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14 Nightingale Hammerson – A Home for Life

Left: Rosemary, 94, pictured with carer Jennifer, 
who moved together to Nightingale House 
in June 2017 when Hammerson House was 
closed. “I wasn’t looking forward to moving 
but having so many familiar faces around has 
made it easy to settle in.”

Towards a new 
Hammerson House
Carefully planning for change

In 2017 we successfully completed the closure of Hammerson House in  
Hampstead Garden Suburb so that work could begin on a new building  
on the same site, due to open in 2020 (see opposite).

Finding new homes for the 41 people who were still living in the old  
Hammerson House has been our most significant achievement this year.  
The building was no longer fit for purpose and needed to close, but  
relocating residents sensitively took many months of careful planning.

Before the closure we completed the OSHA Unit, a spacious new 15-bedroom  
floor at Nightingale House, which is now home to 14 former Hammerson House  
residents. This floor was specially built so that residents from the old  
house could move together, along with the staff they were used to. 

Some of Hammerson House’s former residents decided to move to  
other accommodation but we continue to visit those that are still in the  
London area. They will always be ‘ours’ and our connection to them  
will not be lost.

Right: Twins Olivia and Ophelia, who are both 
Team Leaders at Nightingale Hammerson, 
pictured with resident Sylvia, aged 103. 
All three moved from Hammerson 
House to the newly created floor at 
Nightingale House.
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World-class care, for more people

Work has now started on a new Hammerson 
House to create a world-class 116 bed residential 
home for the Jewish community. The new 
Home will be organised around small clusters of 
bedrooms with their own facilities such as a lounge 
and kitchen so that people can continue to live a 
normal life. 

Work has already begun and is due to be completed 
in 2020. Once it opens, the new Hammerson House 
will eventually offer the same range of services as 
Nightingale House, meaning we can provide care to 
a total of around 300 people. 

 
The building will be paid for through careful use 
of our own reserves and a £15 million fundraising 
campaign of which we have already raised £10m. 
Donations will continue to be vital if we are to offer 
the very highest quality of care into the future. 

We are committed to raising a further 
£5m to make sure we offer a truly 
outstanding environment to match our 
world-class service.

Hammerson House is being 
carefully designed to maximise 

the use of technology to 
improve care. Using wireless 

technology, for example, notes 
taken by nursing staff on 

tablets will be sent to a central 
system, giving staff more time 

to spend with residents.
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Links across the  
Jewish community

16 Nightingale Hammerson – A Home for Life

“Services are very spiritual  
and every resident is encouraged 
to participate as they can. Rafi is so 
supportive and inclusive to everyone 
and caters for everyone’s needs.”
Family of resident Monty Lurie

Rafi conducts 

150
services per year

As South London’s largest Jewish 
organisation, we reach out to the whole 
Jewish community south of the  
Thames through our outreach worker, 
Stephen Ison, jointly funded with  
Jewish Care.

“My role is to be in the know about what’s 
happening in the community and signpost people 
to the right places when they need support or 
information,” says Stephen. Monthly bulletins, 
for example, keep people informed of what’s 
happening in South London’s Jewish community, 
not just for older people but all adults and younger 
people too.

As well as hosting meetings at Nightingale House, 
Stephen also visits people in their own homes to 
offer support, advice and guidance. “I don’t always 
have the solutions but I’ll try and point them in the 
right direction,” he says. “People tell me they like 
the regular ‘What’s On’ booklets and my guides on 
topics such as where to find kosher food in South 
London.” Our outreach work has been funded in 
partnership with Jewish Care since 2003.

Traditions and rituals respected
“As a Jewish residential care home we make sure 
all our residents’ spiritual needs are thoughtfully 
and respectfully met,” says Rafi Fuchs, our 
Religious Coordinator (pictured below). “We’re 
fortunate to have our own synagogue here but if 
residents are frail or poorly I go to them instead to 
take care of their spiritual needs.” 

We celebrate each Shabbat and all Jewish  
festivals so residents can celebrate them too, if 
they wish. In April 2017, for example, residents 
and families joined us for our annual community 
Seder. It’s just one of the traditions and rituals of 
the Jewish calendar that enables our residents 
to continue as they did before they came to 
Nightingale Hammerson.
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“As a Jewish residential care home 
we make sure all our residents’ 

spiritual needs are thoughtfully and 
respectfully met.” 

Rafi Fuchs, our Religious Coordinator 
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18 Nightingale Hammerson – A Home for Life

Our supporters mean 
the world to us
Nightingale Hammerson is an independent 
charity. Each week we need to raise 
£48,000 to cover the full costs of care 
for those who cannot afford our fees, 
over and above the fees we receive from 
local authorities or families. That’s why 
fundraising matters so much. 

This year, thanks to our dedicated supporters we 
raised an amazing £2.5m. With your support we 
can carry on offering the world-class care people 
want, including essential services such as in-house 
therapy and activities seven days a week.

Fun Run at 87 
Nightingale House resident Ann Rowe took  
her first sponsored challenge at the age of 87  
and raised an amazing £8,000 (and counting!) 
for us. Working with physiotherapist Michael 
Stokes she built up her strength and mobility  
in preparation for the 5k event which she 
completed in September 2017, crossing the 
finishing line unaided.

“Nightingale has given me a new purpose  
in life,” said Ann. “My mobility was poor  
when I came here four years ago, so I really 
appreciate all the support I’ve received and 
wanted to give something back.”

74% Fees 

14% Donations  

8% Investment  

3% Legacies  

1% Other  

Organise 
a challenge

Golfers raise £33k.  
Eighteen teams took part in 

our annual Golf Day at  
Coombe Hill, Kingston, in May  

– helping to further enrich  
our activities programme 

for residents.

Income
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Become a 
supporter!

Claridge’s literary lunch.  
Our supporters raised a 

magnificent £124,000 at an 
event organised at the 

 London hotel.

The role of our supporters has never been greater as we strive 
to meet the needs of those who require our care. To find out 
about the many ways you can support our work please visit  
www.nightingalehammerson.org/support

Take part 
in an event

Runners raised over  
£3,000 by taking part  

in the Virgin Sport  
British 10k in July.

54% Care

12% Food

11% Premises

10% Support costs

8% Depreciation

2% Governance

2% Generating 
 funds

1% Investment 
 management

Expenditure
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Vision, Mission and Values

Our Vision
Nightingale Hammerson strives to be a leading 
provider of quality person centred care in the 
UK for older Jewish people where all people are 
treated with respect and dignity.

Our Mission 
Nightingale Hammerson is a charitable 
organisation providing holistic quality care, 
assistance and support to older Jewish people 
in a safe and stimulating environment using 
dedicated and trained staff and volunteers.

Our Values
Compassion
Respect
Excellence
Dignity
Integrity
Teamwork

President 
Harvey Rosenblatt 

Vice President 
Patricia Beecham

Chairman
Melvin Lawson 

Honorary Treasurers
David Tyler
David Winton

Directors 
Eleanor Angel (until April 2017)
Stephanie Brada (until April 2017)
Susan Grant
Colin Green
Emma Kane (from February 2017)
Jacqueline Morris
Greg Scott
Eli Shahmoon
Judy Wiseman (until June 2017)

Chief Executive
Helen Simmons

Director of Care and Services
Simon Pedzisi

Director of Finance and IT
Nicky Wade

Director of Fundraising  
and Communications 
Michelle Quittenton (until April 2017)
Susan Cohen (from July 2017)

Director of Human Resources  
and Volunteers
Bernadette Thomas

Director of Operations
Andrew Leigh

Director of Property Services
Gary Brown

On this page we list our organisation’s trustees, patrons and senior staff. But Nightingale Hammerson 
is a true team involving every single person who works for us, volunteers for us or most important of all, 
uses our services.

To the residents and their families, it’s the staff who provide the care every hour of every day that 
make Nightingale Hammerson what it is, and we owe them a huge debt of thanks for their caring 
professionalism, dedication and commitment. 

Thank you.
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Life Patron 
Dame Vivien Duffield DBE

Honorary Patrons
The Balint Charitable Trust
Susan & Morris Bentata
Janet Bloch
Irving Carter & Family
The Sheila & Denis Cohen  
  Charitable Trust
Denise Cohen
J Coral Settlement Trust
The Dorfman Foundation
The Edwards Family
The Joyce and Norman Freed 
The late Valerie & Monty Hyams 
The Javon Charitable Trust
The late Rhoda & Sidney Kingsley
Shirley Lawson
The Israel Lazarus Charitable Trust
The Joseph Levy Foundation
The late Anna-Maria  
  & Michael Lofkovits 
M & C Trust
Rosemary & Michael Marks CVO MBE
Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis
Jack & Lily Pasha Charitable Trust
Pears Foundation
Rayman Hanbury Charitable Trust
The Rayne Foundation
The Gerald Ronson Foundation
Schmidt-Bodner Charitable Trust
The Sherman Family Trusts 
R & R Shine Charitable Trust
Jonathan Symons
Marion & Michael Warshaw
The late Harry Weinrebe
The Wolfson Family Charitable Trust
The Wolfson Foundation

Patrons
John Austin
Adrienne & Harvey Baker
Carolyn and Nicholas Balcombe 
Patricia & Richard Beecham
Julie & Alan Bekhor
Alfred Caplin Charity Settlement
Sir Trevor Chinn CVO & Lady Chinn
Molly Corman Charitable Trust
Malcolm Dagul
Sarah & Lloyd Dorfman CBE 
Valerie & Maurice Edward
Ben & Paul Glasser Charitable Trust
Sarah & James Glyn
Carolyn & Michael Goldhill
Edna & Peter Goldstein
Lydia & Manfred Gorvy
The Grant Family

Loretta & Ronnie Harris
Sir Maurice & Lady Hatter
Susan & Stephen James
Emma Kane
Jacqueline & Stuart Katz
Jackie & Melvin Lawson
The Morris Leigh Foundation
Danielle & Sam Lipton 
Katie & Tim Lipton 
Sir Stuart & Lady Lipton
The Loftus Family
Philippa & Richard Mintz OBE
The Brian & Jill Moss Charitable Trust
Mary Nathan
Sue & Leo Noé
The Raven Charitable Trust
Nicola & Harold Pasha
Sara & Paul Phillips
Ronald & Rosalind Preston OBE
The Ramar Charitable Trust
Linda & Harvey Rosenblatt
Lynne & Nigel Ross
Marc Samuels
Linda & David Schneiderman
Eli and Elena Shahmoon 
Nicky & Alex Shinder
Priscilla & Melvin Tillman
Barry Townsley CBE  
  & The Hon Laura Townsley
David Tyler
Elizabeth & The Hon  
  Charles Wigoder
Françoise & David Winton
The Ziff Family

Legacy gifts
Anthony B Barnett
Barbara Bernstein
Anna Borgenicht
Martin Braham
Bernice V Burr
Joyce J Caminer
Ada Cohen
Sadie Cooper
Leslie Dubosky
Richard Ferro
Sylvia Fishel
Evelyn Garfinkle
Aubrey Gilchrist
Mildred Herman
Ann S Hyman
Ettie Jones
Sylvia R Kriteman
Adrianne Lebensbaum
Patricia Lennard
Norma Levenstein
Louis Lewis
Beatrice Musgrave
Fay Perloff

Georgina F Ray
Leila H Richard
Margaret H Rigal
Lily Rose
Miriam Samuels
Rhona Schein
Joanna Seldon
Leonard M Snapper
Jennifer Solomons
Jill N Tyler
Lawrence Werth
Devorah Wolkenfeld
Irma Zabielski

Special thanks
There are more people to thank 
individually than there is space  
on this page.

This year we would like to give  
special thanks for the privilege of 
harnessing the expertise of three 
amazing specialist volunteers – 
Daniel Levy, John Dembitz and 
John Tate.

Thanks to Daniel, John and John,  
our residents will benefit from better 
planned, designed and functioning 
environments focussed on their 
needs. As a charity, Nightingale 
Hammerson could never afford such 
skill and expertise and, through their 
goodwill and genuine care about 
older people, it has been gifted to us.

We are looking forward to  
launching a new and improved 
Patrons Programme during 2018.
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22 Nightingale Hammerson – A Home for Life

Could you help?

As an independent charity, every pound we raise gives us the power 
to offer older people in the Jewish community the care they need. 
Here’s just a few of the ways you could help.

• Donate. Whether through one off to regular donations, each gift helps  
us provide the highest quality of care possible.

• Run, walk, cycle, jump. Get active and get sponsored to raise money  
for older people in the Jewish community.

• Attend an event. From bridge nights and quizzes to golf days and literary 
lunches, attending one of our fundraising events is a great way to get 
involved. Or why not organise your own event?

• Shop online. Help us by collecting FREE donations every time you shop 
online at www.easyfundraising.org.uk/nightingalehammerson.

• Gift in wills. Remembering Nightingale Hammerson in your will means  
you can help other people who need care in the future too.

• Gifts in memory. Leaving a gift in memory  
of someone you love is a very meaningful way  
to celebrate their life or a special anniversary.  
Or why not ask people to make a donation  
instead of giving you a birthday gift?

The catering staff 
skilfully prepare over 
500 nutritious meals 

every day, each 
individually served 

with care
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Each week we need to 
raise £48,000 to cover  
the full costs of the 
highest quality care.

“I am very happy here…  
I have settled in, and  
I intend to stay.” 
Current Resident

Find out more at  
www.nightingalehammerson.org/support 

Like or follow us
www.facebook.com/NightingaleHammerson

www.twitter.com/NGHHammerson 
www.instagram.com/nightingalehammerson1
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“Thank you for 
the wonderful 
quality of care 

provided.” 

Nightingale Hammerson
105 Nightingale Lane
London SW12 8NB

020 8673 3495  
info@nightingalehammerson.org
www.nightingalehammerson.org

Nightingale Hammerson Trustee Company Limited. Registered Company No. 07990530. Registered Charity No. 207316.

   NightingaleHammerson                 

   NGHHammerson

   nightingalehammerson1

Design: hrscreative.com   Copywriting: rodgersjohns.com   Photography: larrybray.com and Brian Minkoff, volunteer photographer.  
All photographs reproduced by kind permission of Nightingale Hammerson staff, residents and their families.
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